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Abstract 

A high  demand on the energy and power has brought scholars more attention to 

investigate  new ways to reduce the energy consumption. The aim of this research is 

reducing the power consumption required for air conditioning to cool the room by 

adding nanomaterials to the compressor oil at a mass concentration of 0.15%. Two 

models of chambers with dimensions (2 x 2 x 2) meters were fabricated to represent 

the test section and connected to a 1ton compressor, one operating with natural oil as 

a standard basis for comparison, while the other one with Nano-oil prepared in the 

laboratory. The mass concentrations of 0.15% of silver nanoparticles (Ag) were 

prepared, and the stability of the nanoparticles was tested by direct observation for 

different time periods. The results indicated that the performance of the air 

conditioner was better with the addition of nanoparticles to the compressor oil 

compared to the pure oil in the compressor. Reducing energy consumption in the 

cooling system by (19%). Also, it was found that there is an increase in the cooling 

speed of the nanotechnology system by (6%)as well as  in the efficiency of the 

Nano-oil system compared to the regular system by (13%). This study showed that 

the thermophysical properties of the cooling oil increased by increasing the weight 

ratios of solid nanoparticles by (12%). 

Keywords: air conditioning, nanoparticles, silver, Nano-oil, thermophysical 

properties. 
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 ضاغظإلى زيت ال يةتحسين أداء مكيف الهواء عن طريق إضافة الفضة النانو

 الخلاصة:

 الهذف. الاسزهلان لزملُل جذَذح طشق لإَجبد الجبحثُي اهزوبم جزة إلً والمذسح الطبلخ علً الوزضاَذ الطلت أدي

 هزٌبهُخ هىاد إضبفخ طشَك عي الغشفخ لزجشَذ الهىاء لزكُُف الوطلىة الطبلخ اسزهلان رملُل هى الجحث هزا هي

 هزش( 2×  2×  2) الأثعبد راد الغشف هي ًوىرجُي رصٌُع رن٪. 0..5 كزلخ ثزشكُض الضبغظ صَذ إلً الصغش

 للومبسًخ، هعُبسٌ كأسبط الطجُعٍ ثبلضَذ أحذهوب َعول طي، . ثضبغظ رىصُلهوب ورن الاخزجبس همطع لزوثُل

 الفضخ جسُوبد٪( 0..5) لـ الكزلُخ الزشاكُض رحضُش رن. هخزجشَب الوحضش الٌبًى ثضَذ اِخش َعول ثٌُوب

 أشبسد. هخزلفخ صهٌُخ لفزشاد الوجبششح ثبلولاحظخ الٌبًىَخ الجسُوبد اسزمشاسَخ اخزجبس ورن (Ag) الٌبًىَخ

 فٍ الٌمٍ ثبلضَذ همبسًخ الضبغظ لضَذ الٌبًىَخ الجضَئبد إضبفخ هع أفضل كبى الزكُُف أداء أى إلً الٌزبئج

 لٌظبم الزجشَذ سشعخ فٍ صَبدح هٌبن أى لىحع٪(. 1.) ثٌسجخ الزجشَذ ًظبم فٍ الطبلخ اسزهلان رملُل. الضبغظ

٪(. 1.) ثٌسجخ العبدٌ ثبلٌظبم همبسًخ الضَذ الٌبًىٌ ًظبم كفبءح فٍ صَبدح هٌبن أى كوب٪(. 6) ثٌسجخ الٌبًى

 للجسُوبد الىصًُخ الٌست ثضَبدح صادد الزجشَذ لضَذ الحشاسَخ الفُضَبئُخ الخىاص أى الذساسخ هزٍ أظهشد

 . (%12)سجخثٌ الصلجخ الٌبًىَخ

 

 

1. Introduction  

Air conditioning is the process of treating the surrounding atmosphere by controlling 

the level of temperature, humidity, and air movement inside the place to be adapted, 

and to obtain an appropriate atmosphere in which the person is feeling comfortable 

and the appropriate temperature. The field of refrigeration and air conditioning is 

one of the fields of continuous prosperity in the world, especially in developing 

countries where  no industrial or scientific field that does not depend in one respect 

on the science of refrigeration and air conditioning. 

Since ancient times, Egyptians used pottery vessels to cool drinking water. 

Then, a group of Eskimo men discovered the body of an extinct animal long ago 

buried in the ice in good condition. Then using ice spread to preserve food in its 

areas. For thousands of years, humans have used natural ice to do the cooling 

process. [1] 

American Jacob Perkins obtained a patent in 1834 for a closed-cycle 

compressor refrigeration machine that used ethyl alcohol as a cooling medium. 

Then, in 1844, the physicist John Gorrie developed a compressive cooling machine 
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that uses air as a cooling medium, to produce ice and cold air. In 1850 AD, a French 

man named Edmund Carre designed small cooling machines from them that paved 

the way for the manufacture of artificial ice, which affected the natural ice trade. [2] 

At the beginning of the twentieth century and with the advent of electricity, 

the refrigeration and air-conditioning industry made a great progress that everyone 

feels at our time, so that almost no home at this time is devoid of an electric 

refrigerator. In the near future, we may not find a house without an air conditioner. 

This is a short historical overview of refrigeration, and from it we see that the year 

has surpassed nature in finding cooling at anytime and anywhere when a person 

asks. [3] 

The cooling process can be accomplished by utilizing any physical process, 

accompanied by an absorption of heat such as: phase transitions of the material 

(accompanied by heat absorption such as melting or evaporation), throttling (where 

gases pass through constrictions or valves), expansion of gases and cyclones in 

tubes, and demagnetization of the body Steel. [4] 

Nanotechnology is defined as metal and non-metal solid particles with a 

diameter of less than 100 nanometers and new behaviors and characteristics. 

Because these particles (smaller than the lengths of properties associated with 

certain phenomena) exhibit different chemical and physical concepts. The electronic 

structure of materials, mechanical properties, conduction, interaction and fusion 

change as the particle size changes to the nanoscale value. The size of the material 

might be changed its engineering properties, thus  investigators explained its 

excellent technical effects in various fields by reducing the time of nanoscale 

delivery to the human circulation, producing light and strong materials, and 

improving the size of magnetic absorption strips then computer keyboards will be 

faster[5, 6]. 

The most significant shape of carbon nanotube is one of spherical shape that 

substance (C60) photons category, while they are slightly different from the 

composition as they are multi-crust with an empty center unlike nanoparticles, and 

may be not any surface gaps between Multi-cover nanotubes [7]. 
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Some researchers studied the performance of air conditioner and refrigerator 

for improving the energy consumption by (26%) with mixing ratio (0.1%) of TiO2 

solid nanoparticles using in the hydrofluorocarbon (HFC134) system and Polyester 

oil (POE oil).  

Number of studies was performed alumina nanoparticles that showed the 

different nanoparticles characteristics have slightly influence on the refrigerator 

efficiency. It was observed that the solid nanoparticles might be used for 

refrigerators domestic applications to save energy consumption. It was noted that 

there are two ways for the impact of nanoparticles on performance of air conditioner 

and refrigerator: one of them is improving friction factor due to remain nanoparticles 

inside compressor. While the second is improving the heat transfer due to pass the 

nanoparticles through the heat exchanger [7, 8]. 

The alumina nanoparticles viscosity dispersed in liquids like as water and 

ethylene Glycol. Results illustrated that viscosity is increasing due to increase in 

nanoparticles fraction as compared to base fluid. [9]  

In the last decade, number of works were conducted on a refrigeration 

system by using different lubricants, refrigerants. It was indicated that the 

nanoparticles are significant consumption of power economically and enhance of 

performance coefficient (COP) of the system. [10] 

Nowadays, nanotechnology has become significant and rousing fields in 

physics, chemistry, engineering and biology. In the near future, the scientific 

revolutions have adopted the nanotechnology to great hope for changing technology 

direction for industrials' applications. During the years between 1996 and 1998, the 

nanotechnology has become impact interest for many researchers. 

 The American Global Technology Assessment Center (WTEC) performed 

an estimation of nanotechnology field investigating with importance of technical 

innovation. [11]  

The recommendations of these investigating are the impact points of 

nanotechnology applications in military, medical, electronic, informatics, computer, 

petrochemical, biological and other fields. Therefore, investigators in the fields of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrofluorocarbon
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nanotechnology must communicate with other fields, in order to draw a plan of 

nanotechnology background with active participation in this exciting field. [12] 

In addition, the relevant administrators and the authors of this study should 

be familiar with a general summary of these areas. The nanotechnology concept has 

based on the assumption that the size particles is less than 100 nm give the material 

that included in its composition new properties and behaviors.  

The reason of this assumption is the particles should be smaller than the 

lengths of properties led to some behavior to introduce new chemical and physical 

concepts, leading to new behavior dependent on size of particle. It can be noted that 

the melting point, conductivity, reactivity, electronic composition and mechanical 

properties of all change material when falling the particle size below a critical size 

value.  

As the matter approaches volume the dimensions of atomic, more it obeys 

the quantum mechanics laws rather than the traditional physics laws. The behavior 

dependence of the material on its diameter enables us to control the physical 

properties, and regarded to the conclusion of investigators that the behavior of 

nanoparticles is more technical implications that include varied and wide fields that 

include the tough and light particles production, shortening the delivery time of 

nanoparticles to the system of human circulatory, improving the absorption volume 

of magnetic tapes and computer preparation hot keys.  

In general, nanotechnology is one that deals with multiple combinations of 

materials with dimensions of the order of nanometer. [13] 

Most of the electrical energy consumed is through refrigeration and air-

conditioning equipment. Here, the importance of finding solutions to reduce 

electrical energy consumption in the world and especially in Iraq, due to the hot and 

dry weather that characterizes Iraq’s climate in summer.  

The literature reviewing is including the nanofluid applications by using 

alumina, titania, and copper with cooling systems. The gap is application of silver 

nanofluid with air conditioner especially with gas R410 which there was no 

researcher focused it. The novelty of this research is the utilizing of silver nanofluid 

in air conditioner with gas R410 which friendship with environment. 
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The research aims to use silver nanoparticles suspended in pure oil in air 

conditioner that contains gas R410. Two test rigs were used to conduct experiments 

for the sake of comparison. One of them contains air conditioner device with pure 

oil, while the other has the same specifications with 0.001 silver nanoparticles 

suspended in oil. The improvement of the amount of electrical energy consumption 

and the efficiency of the system has been studied. 

 

2- Materials and Methodology 

2.1. the main assumptions were made based on the following: 

 Assuming steady- state heat transfer and fluid flow. 

 The flow is three-dimensional and single phase in the system. 

 Assuming constant properties of nano-oil and laminar fluid flow. 

 

2.2. Experimental test rig 

In order to measure the Nano-oil and oil density, the container volume shown in 

Figure (1) is 25 ml and weight of 21.39 g then adding oil to be 43.99g as following 

[14]: 

     
 

 
                                                             (1) 

 

M = 43.99 – 21.39 = 22.6g 

 

V = 25ml 
 

     
    

  
 =0.904 

 

   
 

        
 

 
 

 

M=276.66 – 91.62= 185.04g 

 

V=200ml 

 

       
      

   
  = 0.925 

 

   
 

 
                                                   (2) 
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(a) weighing process for pure oil.  

 

  

(b) weighing process for Nano-oil. 

Fig. (1) Weighing process for pure oil and Nano-oil. 

 

To evaluate thermal conductivity of oil and Nano-oil, the device shown in Figure (2) 

has been used. It was observed 12.56 W/m.K thermal conductivity of silver Nano-oil 

measured by device whereas the thermal conductivity of pure silver was 429 W/m.k 

as summarized in Table (1). [14] 

      
                

               
                               (3) 
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Fig. (2) Thermal conductivity device. 

Table (1) thermophysical properties of solid nanoparticles [4] 

 

The viscosity of liquids is a great property to describe the potential of liquids and 

applications. Digital Rotational Viscosity Meter shown in Figure (3) has been used 

to measure the liquid viscosity experimentally. [14]. 

                                                             (4) 
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Fig. (3) viscosity measurement.  

 

The efficiency of cooling systems and heat pumps are indicated by the Performance 

Coefficient (COP). COP is evaluated by the ratio between the energy use of the 

compressor and the useful amount of cooling in the evaporator or the useful heat 

rejected from the condenser (for the heat pump). A high COP value represents high 

efficiency. 

      
  

 
                                                           (5) 

 

2.3. Nano-Oil Preparation Methods 

The solid nanoparticles are purchasing and mixing with oil lubricant by two 

methods to be ready for experiments as following:   

- Mechanical method: 

An electric mixer has been used to disperse the solid nanoparticles in oil to 

evaluate quantities until it appears completely homogeneous. Along two hours 

the mechanical mixing has been applied to ensure homogenous oil lubricant.  

- Ultrasonic device (Ultrasound): 

The mixture of oil and nano solid particles in a mechanical way is placed in a 

number of flasks to obtain a homogeneous mixture (Hussein et al., 2013). Along one 

         Pure oil 
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hour, the ultrasonically process has been applied. Then the observation process has 

been conducted by showing the samples after preparation and each hour till 

separation and sedimentation happen to ensure the stability of Nano-lubricant for 

utilizing in compressor.    

   
     (

  

  
)

     
                                                   (6) 

 

2.4. Calibration Process 

The calibration process is one of the most important processes took place in 

measurement laboratories. It is a measurement process that is carried out under a 

specific condition using measuring devices supported by international standards, and 

the process is carried out under conditions similar to the operational conditions of 

the device to be calibrated.  

The purpose of the calibration process is to know the accuracy of measuring the 

devices used. The temperature measurement devices were calibrated with a mercury 

thermometer and the maximum readings deviation were approximately 2%. The 

thermal conductivity device was calibrated by checking the thermal conductivity of 

water and the maximum deviation was 1%. 

 

3. Results And Discussion  

Figure (4) shows the amount of electric current difference drawn through the system 

when using pure oil and nanoparticles with a mass concentration (0.0015). It turns 

out that the average electric current drawn through the system using pure oil was 

(4.8 A), while the average electric current drawn through the system using the Nano-

oil was (3.9A). This indicates that the use of Nano-oil was able to reduce the current 

consumption by (0.9 A). 
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Fig. (4) Current consumption in split air conditioning with time. 

It should be measuring the room temperature to assess the air conditioner 

equipment. The temperature change can be seen as in Figure (5) as the average room 

temperature, which was measured by thermocouples adjacent to the inner wall. It 

can be noted that the measured temperature is 19
o
C when using pure oil. The 

average temperature measured when using the Nano-oil was 16
o
C. Note that the 

system using pure oil has started working at the temperature 40
o
C, while the Nano-

oil system has started working at a temperature of 40
o
C, this indicates the cooling 

speed of the Nano -oil system compared to the regular system. 

 

Fig. (5) Temperature change with time. 
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Figure (6) shows the thermal performance parameter of a split cooling system using 

pure oil at one time and Nano-oil at other times. It can be seen that the performance 

parameter increases with increasing the weight ratio of the nanoparticles with the 

same system and the same ambient conditions. COP of split cooling system are 3.35 

and 4.8 for using pure oil and Nano-oil respectively dur to increase in the weight 

ratio of the nanoparticles.  

 

 

Fig. (6) Thermal performance comparison. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In order to reduce the power consumption required for air conditioning to cool 

the room, the solid nanoparticles have been added to the compressor oil at a 

mass concentration of 0.15%. The following conclusions of this study 

summarized as: 

 The electrical energy consumption through a split air conditioner has been 

reduced by (19%). 

 The speed of a split air conditioner using nanoscale silver has been increased 

as compared to a system operating with pure oil by (6%). 

 The thermal performance coefficient, which represents the efficiency of the 

Nano-oil has been increased as compared to the original system, by (13%). 

 The thermophysical properties is increased with increasing of the 

nanoparticles mass concentration by (12%). 
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Symbols 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Density of nano atoms (kg/m3) 
 

Pure oil density (kg/m3) 
 

Weight (kg) m 

The  nanoparticles weight (kg) mp 

Weight of oil (kg) mf 

Nanoparticles size (m3) V 

Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) K 

Thermal conductivity of nano-oil (W/m.K) kn 

Pure oil thermal conductivity (W/m.K) kf 

The viscosity of the nano-oil (Pa.s) 
 

The viscosity of the pure oil (Pa.s) 
 

mass friction (%) 
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